Instrumental

ENSEMBLE SCHOLARSHIPS @ NACC

Auditions: February 12-13, 2024

MUSTANG STRING BAND | NACC JAZZ BAND

Instrumental Ensemble Requirements

• Wind & Brass Instruments:
  ◦ Two major scales (2 octaves preferable) and one prepared piece
• Percussion:
  ◦ On snare drum, 3 rudiments:
  ◦ paradiddle– slow, fast, slow, and 2 others of your choosing, along with a prepared etude.
  ◦ Mallet– 3 scales of your choice and a prepared piece.
• String Instruments & Piano: Two pieces in contrasting styles (Classical, Rock, Bluegrass, Folk, Jazz, Hymn, etc.)

APPLY TODAY @ NACC.AWARDSPRING.COM

STACY MORRIS, INSTRUCTOR OF INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES
OFFICE: GY 240 | PHONE: EXT. 2307 | MORRISS@NACC.EDU
Vocal

ENSEMBLE SCHOLARSHIPS @ NACC

Auditions: February 12-13, 2024

CHORUS
The NACC Chorus is a mixed vocal ensemble that performs in a variety of musical styles.

ENCORE!
NACC’s contemporary vocal ensemble, with an emphasis on vocal jazz and pop.

Vocal Ensemble Requirements

• Perform a memorized solo in any style, no longer than 2 minutes, that shows off your singing abilities at their best. It should be with an instrumental accompaniment track (no other voices), or with a live instrument.

• Sing one verse of the National Anthem without accompaniment, in a range that is comfortable for you

APPLY TODAY @ NACC.AWARDSPRING.COM

SARA MARKHAM, INSTRUCTOR OF VOCAL ENSEMBLES
OFFICE: GY 238 | PHONE: EXT. 2215 | MARKHAMS@NACC.EDU